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DAILY UPDATE:
News from last night

FRIDAY

TONIGHT at 7.30pm
in Saint Margaret’s Church Hornby

‘IN TRANSITION’
The news from Lancaster and
Morecambe is that for those who really
are only just managing - even in Britain
in 2018 - it only takes one misfortune
(an illness, a late payment, a child’s lost
coat) to end up with no food, or even
no home.
Churches and charities in Lancaster and
Morecambe provide emergency Food
Banks, a Night Shelter for the otherwise
street-homeless, and, between them, a
pattern of free meals, warm daytime
venues, and company and support, that
can restore some human dignity, and
help get people back on their feet.
Six speakers from various projects talked
about their work, and the joy that can
come through helping others and making
a real difference – but they also talked
about their frustration that even
parliamentarians now take them for
granted as an extra safety-net making up
for the inadequacies of official provision
in welfare, mental health, and a whole
range of other support services for the
vulnerable.
But while ever these needs remain, the
churches and charities are there, meeting
human need with human compassion.

So many young people are choosing gender
transition that it is now affecting virtually
every high school in the country.
Our panel includes
• Fr Luiz Ruscillo (head of education
for the Diocese of Lancaster)
• Revd Chris Newlands (Lancaster Priory)
• Kirsty Allan (Creative Wellbeing) and
• Dr Lewis Turner (Lancaster LGBT,
providing training and support services
to Lancaster’s schools, colleges and
universities)
Numbers have been doubling every year
and this is our chance to find out more.

Hornby’s Armistice Centenary
service is at the war memorial this
Sunday 11 November starting
10.55am prompt, and continuing
in the two churches. The Armistice Centenary
display will be open in Saint Margaret’s the
same day from 2pm to 4pm.

